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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
2,64,426 

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED MUSICAL 
NSTRUMENT 

William F. Battle and Michael A. Battle, 
Lisbon, Ohio 

Application March 31, 1948, Serial No. 18,196 
(C. 84-101) 4. Claims. 

1. 
This invention relates to electrically operated 

musical instruments in the nature of pianos or 
OrgaS. 
An object of the present invention is to pro 

vide an electrically operated musical instrument 
of the character described, which may be con 
structed of a minimum of parts, and in which 
the parts are generally of such a simple and rela 
tively inexpensive nature as to make possible 
within the toy class, the production of an instru 
ment capable of producing substantially any de 
Sired range of musical tones, and by which tunes 
may be played in the manner of a piano, organ, 
or other keyboard instrument. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a musical instrument of the character described 
utilizing audio frequency oscillations to produce 
different musical notes, and wherein harmonious 
combinations of notes may be produced by trill 
.g. 

Other objects of the invention will be manifest 
from the following brief description and the ac 
companying dra WingS. 
Of the accompanying drawings: 
Figure 1 is a front perspective view of a toy 

musical instrument embodying the features of 
the invention. 

Figure 2 is an electrical Wiring diagram of the 
mechanism incorporated in the instrument of 
Figure . 

Figure 3 is an enlarged fragmentary cross-sec 
tion of the instrument mechanism, taken Sub 
stantially as viewed on the line 3-3 of Figure 1. 

Figure 4 is a further, enlarged fragmentary 
cross-section, taken substantially on the line 4-4 
of Figure 3. 

Referring particularly to Figures 1, 3 and 4, 
the musical instrument illustrated therein is a 
toy device in simulation of a piano or Organ, the 
same including a box-like casing 20 Supported on 
spaced legs 21, 2, which are formed on downward 
extensions of the end panels 22 of the Casing. A 
keyboard 23 includes a series of elongated ele 
ments or keys K1 to K16, which are Suitably piv 
oted at 25, to a bottom panel of casing 20, to 
extend forwardly with the upper portions thereof 
exposed for operation by finger action, on the 
order of a piano or organ. Rearward extensions 
26 of the keys are yieldingly engaged by a cor 
responding series of separate flat springs 27, of 
electro-conductive material, extending down 
wardly and forwardly from a cross-bar 28 a 
ranged within the casing between the opposite 
end panels 22. 
Each spring contact 27, in addition to nor 
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mally holding its respective key in horizontal 
position (see Figure 4), serves as a movable elec 
trical contact, adapted to be urged yieldingly up 
Wardly by finger pressure on the forward portion 
of the key, releasably to engage the contact 27 
With a separate contact point 29 of a correspond 
ing Series thereof spaced along the underside of 
Cross-bar 28. The contact points 27 are con 
nected in series by an elongated electro-conduc 
tive element 30, Secured along the underside of 
said cross-bar, the element 30 being connected 
to one side A of a D. C. power supply and oscil 
lating circuit S, the same including a combined 
rectifier and beamed power output tube 3 and a 
Sound-reproducing Speaker 32, as will be de 
Scribed later (see Figure 2). As best shown in 
Figures 2 and 3, each spring contact. 27 may 
have Connected thereto a separate resistor (or 
resistors) of predetermined resistance, the resis 
tors from left to right of the keyboard being 
electrically connected in one series thereof which 
in turn connects With the other side B of said 
Sound-producing circuit. The resistors of this 
series are designated R1 to R16 from left to right 
of the keyboard. Any number of keys and a 
corresponding number of resistors may be pro 
vided, however. 
, Thus, pressure on key K1, at the extreme left 
of the keyboard will close a key circuit C, on 
One side from A, through all of the entire Series 
of resistors R1 to R16, for producing the lowest 
note on the instrument, through loud-speaker 
32 in the circuit S. Pressure on key K2, alone, 
closes circuit C with resistor R1 omitted there 
from, to produce the next highest note on the 
musical scale and, similarly pressure on each 
Successive key from K to K16 will produce notes 
of progressively increasing pitch by progressive 
elimination of additional resistors R2, to R16. 
The D. C. power and oscillating circuit S, pre 

viously referred to, may be connected to a 110 
volt source of A. C. electricity, as by means of 
a Switch or other contact means 35, through lines 
a-ac and f-y from a filament a-f in the tube. 
Current flowing in the filament a-f will heat 
Cathodes e and g and thereby activate the elec 
trons thereof. A cathode circuit S1 in the circuit 
S, provides D. C. current which will vary in volt 
age correspondingly to the desired frequency of 
an A. C. or “feedback' circuit S2. 
Cathode e, through line e-L, connects the in 

ner ends of inductively connected coils I and La 
of a transformer 3, and a cathode g connects 
with the anode b and grid d in a plate circuit 
P, through lines g-k-b and g-k-d, respective 
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ly. The outer end of coil L2 connects the power 
line a-ac through line L2-h, and the Outer end 
of coil Li, through line L1-b, connects the two 
series of resistors of the key circuit C. A resistor 
3, between cathode g and anode b, and con 
densers 4 and 5 on each side of the same from 
line g-fc to line L2-li, provide a filter network 
to transform pulsating direct current from the 
cathodes into pure direct current in the D. C. 
circuit S2. A coil L3 has current induced thereto 
from coil L2, for energizing the coil L4 of Speaker 
32, which in turn is adapted to produce Sound 
in a manner to be described. Normally When 
none of the keys K1 to K16 is depressed, the ciosed 
D. C. power and oscillating circuit S is in an 
inactive condition in which no Souild is produced 
in the systein. A condenser 6, between the line 
from coil Lie to condenser 5 and line I-e, pro 
vides a low impedance path for the audio fre 
quency current in the B- side of the circuit. 
Stated otherwise, the condensei 6, in parallel 
with half of the transfolmer 3, caiacels Sone 
of the inductive reactance aid gives a purer Sine 
wave, or a pleasant musical sound. 

If it is desired to operate the unit on bat 
teries, the rectifier circuit may be eleminated, 
in which case the D. C. source from the battery 
would be applied at h and 21, and a low Voltage 
battery would be connected between 1 pointS h and 
f to heat the filament. 
The use or operation of the unit to produce 

different tones of the musical scale in the Speaker 
32 Will be best understood by further reference 
to the diagram of Figure 2, and by describing 
one complete cycle of frequency oscillation in 
the unit. With the above referred-to B-- cul 
rent applied at anode b and B- current applied 
at cathode e, through transformer coil 12, Steadily 
rising current will thereby flow in D. C. circuit 
S1 from anode b, through the tube, the direct cur 
rent supply, the coil L2, and back to the cathode 
e, the rising voltage in coil i. 2 will cause air ex 
panding magnetic field in the core of the trans 
former, with resulting expanding lines of force 
passing through coil L1 to induce therein a corre 
spondingly rising current of A. C. nature, which 
flows in the A. C. circuit S2 through condenser , 
through the grid c to Cathode e, and back to Coil 
Li. The last-described circuit is termed in A. C. 
path for feedback to reach the grid c. 
By depressing any one of the keys K1 to K16 

corresponding resistors R1 to R16 in key circuit C 
are applied in circuit S, as previously described. 
For example, by depressing key K16 the Single re 
sistor R16 is applied to circuit S, to coimplete a E). 
C. path from point B, through coil 11 to cathode e, 
to grid c, back point A, and thereby to apply Zero 
voltage to the grid c, which will then be at the 
same potential as the cathode e. With Zero bias 
thus placed on grid c the current at anode b 
will begin to rise in the manner previously men 
tioned, to cause rising current in coil L2, thereby 
inducing rising current in coil Ll, which is 180 
degrees out of phase with the anode current. 
Because the grid current is also 180 degrees out 
of phase with the anode current, the induced 
voltage of coil L1 is in phase with grid c and can 
be fed back to grid c to, increase the feedback 
current at anode b. 
With key K16 still depressed, as the current in 

coil L2 increases, the feedback voltage in coil Il 
will be correspondingly increased, until anode b 
collects all the electrons the cathode e can pro 
duce, but because the cathode e can Supply a 
steady amount of electrons the current in anode 
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b will remain constant, except for the feedback 
voltage which must return to zero because of 
this steady anode current, and as no expanding 
field will be created in coil L2, magnetic lines of 
force will thread coil L1. With this Sudden re 
turn of feedback voltage to zero, the voltage of 
grid c will also be at zero, and the anode cur 
rent must also drop to the value it had at Zero 
grid voltage. When the fully expanded mag 
netic field of coil L2 begins to collapse, the mag 
netic lines of force will again thread coil L1, but 
this time the feedback voltage will be in nega 
tive direction, which will make the grid have a 
minus value and result in a further decrease in 
the current of anode b, and correspondingly re 
sult in a further reduction of the magnetic field 
of coil L2, this reduction continuing until finally 
there is no current flowing in anode b or the coil 
L2. As there will now be no feedback the grid c 
will again have zero voltage. The above de 
scribed cycle will be repeated continuously at 
given audio frequency, determined by the re 
sistance of resistor R16, to produce a given musical 
tone through speaker 32, as long as key Ki6 re 
mains depressed. Successively lower tones in 
the musical scale are accomplished by depressing 
successive keys K1,5, K14, K13, etc., by Which re 
sistances R15, R14, R13, etc., of predetermined 
value are added as previously described. In other 
words, changes in tone are accomplished by add 
ing or subtracting resistors R1 to R16 in circuit C, 
to change the Voltage in the grid C with respect 
to the cathode. 

It will be seen that by steadily holding down 
more than one key of keyboard. 23 at a time only 
the note corresponding to the depressed key high 
est in the Scale Will be produced. Different har 
monious effects may be produced, however, as by 
steadily depressing one key with one finger to 
produce a steady note, and vibrating a second 
key to trill another note which is in harmony 
With the first note. This is possible because the 
inertia of the inductance allows some tone to 
continue even after the key has been released. It 
is similarly possible to trill a plurality of notes, 
depending upon the Speed with which the fingers 
can be moved to vibrate the keys. 
Thus has been provided an electrically oper 

ated musical instrument, which may be very eco 
nomically manufactured, and yet which is capa 
ble of producing a wide variety of pleasing musi 
cal notes and harmonious combinations of notes. 

By providing a fixed value of resistance be 
tween the points A and B, the condenser IT may 
be of a variable nature, adapted to be selectively 
changed to provide different tones through 
Speaker 32. In other words, this variable con 
denser could be utilized in conjunction with op 
eration of the keys K1 to K16 to produce dif 
ferent tones in the manner accomplished through 
the resistors R1 to R16. It is also possible to sub 
Stitute Suitable condensers for the resistors R1 
to R16, to provide different frequencies of audio 
OScillation. 
Other modifications of the invention may be 

resorted to without departing from the spirit 
thereof or the Scope of the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. For use With a musical instrument having 

a Sound producing speaker and a plurality of 
operable keys; an oscillator circuit Comprising 
an electronic tube envelope having therein anode, 
Cathode and grid elements, a transformer having 
a primary With an intermediate tap and a sec 
Ondary for connection to said speaker, a filter 
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element connected at one end directly to the 
anode, said cathode being connected to said tap, 
a condenser connecting one end of said primary 
to said grid, a second anode and a second cathode 
comprising a rectifier in Said envelope, said cath 
Odes having heaters connected in Series and 
across a Source of power, one terminal of said 
Source of power being connected to said rectifier 
anode, the rectifier cathode being connected to 
the other end of said filtering element, the other 
terminal of said primary being connected to the 
other ternina of Said Source whereby to produce 
continuous oscillations above audible frequency, 
a resistor for each of said keys, means connecting 
Said resistors in series, contact pairs allotted One 
to each key and arranged each to connect a 
corresponding portion of said series in shunt to 
Said condenser in response to Operation of its key 
to reduce oscillation frequency to a selected audi 
ble Value. 

2. The GSciator circuit as defined in claim 1 
including a condenser shunting that portion of 
the primary Winding between the tap and the 
end connected directly to the source of power 
and sized to fiX the frequency of Continuous OS 
ciliation. 
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3. The Oscillator circuit as defined in clain i 
in which an additional filter element is connected 
between One end of the first, filter element and 
the teiniinal of said source which is connected 
to one end of Said primary. 

4. The Oscillator circuit as defined in claim 1 
in which a condenser is connected between each 
end of Said filter eenient and the termina of 
Said Source Which is connected to one end of said 
prinary. 

WILLIAM. F. BATTLE. 
MICHAEL A. BATTLE. 
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